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What is virtual exchange
• By virtual exchange, we mean formal and informal
exchanges through various online tools between teachers
and between students from different universities in the
world on various subjects including languages, cultural
studies, tourism, international business management, etc.
• Telecollaboration, Online exchange, Virtual mobility
• E-tandem, E-pal, Keypal
• HE institutions in Ireland, Germany, Spain, France, Italy, USA,
UK, China
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An IVE in Action
• Virtual Exchanges (Warwick Chinese universities)
Around 80 students pairing 1-1 or 1-2 with
students of English from four of their
partner universities in China.
– Shanghai Jiaotong University,
Shanghai, China
– Harbin Institute of Technology,
Harbin, China
– Northwestern Polytechnical
University, Xi’an, China
– Qingdao University, Qingdao, China
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• The first online meeting has been
completed with all students and
teachers from all universities involved.
(Week 3)
• Students have started their 1st own
weekly meetings (Week 4 – 8).
• Students started working on their
collaborative projects on a topic and
in a format that they choose between
themselves and their partners, to
showcase in Week 9
• Reflective Report by Week 11.
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Theoretical Underpinning
(Byram 1997,
2020)

“ability to interpret a
document or event
from another culture,
to explain it and relate
it to documents or
events from one’s
own”

an ability to
evaluate, critically
and on the basis of
explicit criteria,
perspectives,
practices and
products in one’s
own and other
cultures and
countries
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“ability to acquire new
knowledge of a culture and
cultural practices and the
ability to operate
knowledge, attitudes and
skills under the constraints
of real-time
communication and
interaction”
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Research instruments
•
•
•
•

Questionnaire
Interview
Reflective journals
Nvivo – initial piloting of data analysis
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Implementation of virtual exchanges (VE)
• Runs weekly
• On a voluntary basis
• 30 students of Chinese from
Warwick
• 45 students of English from HIT
• Term 1 – 10 weeks
• Term 2 following Term 1
partnering, or forming new
grouping in Term 2
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• Tools used:
–Teams for synchronous
speaking practice
–Channels: grouping
–Padlet for asynchronous
written practice
• Agenda of the first meeting
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Organising students (Teams)
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Your life during the COVID-19 pandemic
• What changes COVID-19 has brought to your
university life and everyday life?
• How has COVID-19 changed your
country/city/town/village//community?
• What have you learned about intercultural
communication from the COVID-19
pandemic?
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extend their language learning
beyond the classroom
New Chinese words learned (Padlet)
• 西红柿炒鸡蛋: Scrambled eggs with tomatoes
• 馒头
• 双皮奶
• 疫情 : epidemic/pandemic
• 高铁: high speed rail
• 就业季: employment season
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The first conversation was that we talked about
Popular culture

the online shopping since we Chinese students
just spent our special Nov.11 and Black Friday
e.g. films and TV shows
was coming in Britain. I learned that Black Friday
and Nov.11 were the similar popular culture and
Downton Abbey 唐顿庄园
Black Friday fell on different days. It was
originally from America and became popular in
popular song 大鱼
Britain in recent years.

•
•
•
• Festivals: Christmas + Boxing Day
•
Bonfire Day
•
11 Nov. Singles’ Day
• Relating Double Eleven to
Christmas Sale in the UK and Black Friday in USA
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Increase their cultural sensitivity
and awareness of national identity
Thanksgiving Day, I used to think
that Thanksgiving Day was
celebrated by all Western people,
however, Lola told me that it is only
celebrated by American. It’s a
Exchanging
with thewhich
students from
religious holiday
Warwick,
I knew something
newwho
about
commemorate
the pioneers
British.
Beforethe
that,
I have never
discovered
American
continent.
communicated
British.day,
All of my
To celebratewith
this special
impressions
Britain
are
Americanof
will
have aand
bigBritish
meal and
from
eatbooks,
turkey.movies, news and websites. I
had thought that British students would
not be interested in Chinese culture and
life. However, one of my groupmates from
Warwick told me that she liked to listen to
Wang Fei’s music and eat Chinese
Xiaolongbao.
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Critical awareness

With the exchange activity, I
learnt that we cannot evaluate
one person or one nation only
according to our stereotyped
impression or unverified
thoughts. We need to correct
our wrong thoughts and enrich
our 2021/12/04
mind by our own personal
experiences.
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During the communication, I find
that British certainly care about
confusing British and American
culture. As an English language
learner, we are accustomed to
bind Britain and America together
and study the western culture
they represent, while we actually
overlook the cultural differences
between them. We should
distinguish the two cultures to
show our maximum respect for
them.

Outcomes of VE
• The online mode has facilitated intercultural
communicative competence among the students
from both universities.
• The study provided both students and teachers
with an opportunity to explore the benefits and the
potential of the VE for linguistic and intercultural
development and how to design a language-culture
integrated curriculum design
• A productive approach to authentic intercultural
foreign learning through virtual exchange projects
both in normal and pandemic-challenging times
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Issues to consider for future projects
• different term time between the two institutions (Term 2
volunteers while HIT vacation)
• Tight schedules of the students
• Need more flexible mode of communication
• How to record their communication
• Sustainability (friendship + Rapport building)
• Importance of the initial meeting
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What can be developed during VE
• Enrich curriculum
• Provide a variety of input
• Offer authenticity through realscenario teaching
• Provide a more diverse
assessment method or format
• Motivate students to apply what
they learn immediately to the
real world, e.g. environmental
issues
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Communication
Problem solving
Digital literacy
Teamwork and working
effectively with others
Linguistic knowledge
Intercultural competence
Ethical values
Intercultural awareness
Self-awareness

